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The beginning of the academic year is when the most incidents of

sexual misconduct occur, so it is imperative we capitalize on this

time of the year by partnering with student organizations to take

a stand against sexual misconduct, and give students the

information and resources they need. We hope to expand this

year’s Red Zone campaign by doing more specific outreach to

underclassmen, and work with the Department of Resident Life to

implement different Red Zone initiatives in the residence halls.

ENHANCE RED ZONE PREVENTION AND

EDUCATION CAMPAIGN

Title IX and the Office of Student Conduct exist in order to keep

students safe and provide them with the resources they need to

succeed. Working closely with these offices will allow the SGA to

continue to advocate on behalf of the student body, and ensure

concerns are addressed efficiently and effectively. We plan on

meeting with the offices regularly to use the student feedback

we get from individuals and survey responses.

ADVOCATE TO TITLE IX ON

BEHALF OF STUDENTS



When we talk about sexual misconduct, we must recognize the

intersectional aspects of the issue — Black students, Latinx

students, students who are a part of the LGBTQ+ community, and

more, are all disproportionately affected by misconduct. We

commit to doing intentional outreach, and working to support all

student organizations and events related to sexual misconduct

prevention. We will also work to hold legislators accountable for

their attendance at these groups’ events, and their support of

other initiatives. We want to host listening meetings as often as

possible and with different student groups to ensure we are

advocating on behalf of positive change for ALL students. 

INCREASING OUTREACH AND WORK

WITH DIVERSE ORGANIZATIONS

As students, we have the power to stand up to sexual misconduct,

and encourage our peers to do the same. One way we can take

a step toward a safer campus is by working with campus

organizations like the IFC, and providing them with resources so

they can encourage consent and prevent sexual misconduct at

their functions. We can do this by connecting them to resources

on campus like CARE to Stop Violence, and by working with them

to find ways aspects of these resources and consent can be

incorporated into their events.

WORK WITH CAMPUS ORGS TO

ENCOURAGE RELEVANT MEASURES



REMOVE NCAA LOOPHOLES FOR

STUDENT ATHLETES

The way rules currently stand, there are loopholes allowing

NCAA athletes to leave a university and continue to play in the

NCAA without consequences or investigation, despite allegations

of sexual misconduct. We will work with administration, and with

other universities, to advocate for change on these policies.

We propose creating a Vice Chair position on the Sexual

Misconduct Prevention Committee to focus on federal and state

laws related to Title IX and sexual misconduct prevention issues.

This extra focus on this particular sort of legislation will allow the

SGA to best advocate for larger-level changes that will impact

student survivors and the way our Title IX office functions.

LOBBYING FOR RELEVANT STATE

AND FEDERAL LEGISLATION


